Different regulatory properties of the cytosolic and mitochondrial forms of malic enzyme isolated from human brain.
The human brain contains a cytosolic and mitochondrial form of NADP(+)-dependent malic enzyme. To investigate their possible metabolic roles we compared the regulatory properties of these two iso-enzymes. The mitochondrial malic enzyme exhibited a sigmoid substrate saturation curve at low malate concentration which was shifted to the right at both higher pH values and in the presence of low concentration of Mn2+ or Mg2+. Succinate or fumarate increased the activity of the mitochondrial malic enzyme at low malate concentration. Both activators shifted the plot of reaction velocity versus malate concentration to the left, and removed sigmoidicity, but the maximum velocity was unaffected. The activation was associated with a decrease in Hill coefficient from 2.3 to 1.1. The human brain cytosolic malic enzyme displayed a hyperbolic substrate saturation kinetics and no sigmoidicity was detected even at high pH and low malate concentrations. Succinate or fumarate exerted no effect on the enzyme activity. Excess of malate inhibited the oxidative decarboxylation catalysed by cytosolic enzyme at pH 7.0 and below. In contrast, decarboxylation catalysed by mitochondrial malic enzyme, was unaffected by the substrate. These results suggest that under in vivo conditions, cytosolic malic enzyme catalyses both oxidative decarboxylation of malate and reductive carboxylation of pyruvate, whereas the role of mitochondrial enzyme is limited to decarboxylation of malate. One may speculate that in vivo the reaction catalysed by cytosolic malic enzyme supplies dicarboxylic acids (anaplerotic function) for the formation of neurotransmitters, while the mitochondrial enzyme regulates the flux rate via Krebs cycle by disposition of the tricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates (cataplerotic function).